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University of 
Massachusetts @ 
Dartmouth 
 

CJS 364 
The Death Penalty  

Online Syllabus Spring 2019 
SAMPLE ONLY 

Instructor:  Heather Donovan Course Duration: Jan 22nd -March 19th 
Email: hdonovan@umassd.edu Course location: Online 

Instructor Availability:  Please contact me by email for issues and questions.  I will respond to all 
messages within 48 hours. If you would like to ‘talk’ we can set up a time to chat via phone or you can 
visit me on campus my office hours are MWF 10-10:45 am for the Spring 2019 semester 

 

Course Description:   
While the death penalty is supported as a legitimate legal punishment in the United States on closer 
examination the practice is fraught with injustice and error.  This course explores the various problems 
and effects of capital punishment on all the stakeholders involved with the ‘machinery of death’.  Using 
an interdisciplinary approach, we will critically examine the historical, moral, philosophical, legal, and 
socio-cultural perspectives that frame arguments for and against American exceptionalism to execution.  
We will evaluate the practice of capital punishment through research, legislation, the media, race, class, 
gender, sexuality, religion, the legal and criminal justice systems, the condemned, the exonerated, the 
families of both victims and offenders, and international standards.  
 
We use a wide variety of learning methods such as fictional and non-fictional readings, films and audio, 
journals, lectures and discussion postings to engage you in active learning environment.   You also get 
to read from a wide variety of sources that offer you diverse perspectives from all parties involved in 
and affected by the death penalty. Throughout, you will be asked to reflect and assess the practice of 
capital punishment in the past, present and future. During this journey, we will be confronted with 
analyzing our own beliefs to establish a well-informed and educated perspective on the impact and 
efficacy of capital punishment and the various alternatives to it.  
 
Course Goal:  This course will assist you in developing a full and educated understanding of the death 
penalty by applying yourself through readings, assignments and discussions.  Justice Thurgood 
Marshall believed that if people were more informed about the death penalty then they could not 
possibly support it however, research on death penalty education is mixed. Some studies find that 
classes (like ours) may simply strengthen one’s original beliefs because people may only accept the 
information that agrees with their initial perspectives while discrediting that which does not. Therefore, 
I request that you keep an open mind while examining the evidence and arguments.  In the end your 
grade is not based on your ‘personal opinion’ but on your ability to think critically and thoroughly 
assess, weigh and analyze the qualitative and quantitative information presented in the course. I also 
caution you that this material is about the loss of human life. All topics are examined in an 
educational manner and I make every effort to limit overly descriptive and offensive material, but you 
should review the syllabus so that you can decide if you want to remain in the course.   

 
Course specific learning objectives and outcomes:  
At the completion of this course you should be able to meet the following objectives:  

• To critically assess the role that race, gender, sexuality, dis/ability, age and socioeconomic 
status of victims and offenders play in the administration of death 

• To understand the pre-modern and modern history and methods of capital punishment  

• To critically assess the role and influence of the Supreme court, international and national 
perspectives, politicians, the media and public opinion on policy 

• To clearly understand and explain the goals and philosophies of sentencing  

• To understand the process, effects and impact of capital punishment on all stakeholders 
including attorneys, juries, judges, prison staff, inmates and their families, victims’ families, 
legislators, citizens and overall U.S.  society.  

https://zimbra.umassd.edu/
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• To understand US exceptionalism through international perspectives of punishment 

• To critically assess system errors, discrimination and arbitrariness in the system  

• To analyze the moral and ethical dilemmas presented by capital punishment 

• To assess the efficacy and future of capital punishment through the evaluation of national, 
global and restorative reforms and alternatives.    
 

Expectations for Students:  
This is an accelerated course and since we must fit 15 weeks of a regular semester into 7 weeks you can 
expect to be reading up to 75 pages or more weekly, viewing weekly online lectures/videos and writing 
weekly to fulfill University obligations for a three-credit course.  I really want you to be actively engaged 
in this course and to spend the time necessary to be successful so please do the following:  

• Read, view lectures and additional media on time and take good notes so you are informed  

• Post discussions and replies to peers on time and be an active participant in the classroom 

• Meet all major written assignment due dates throughout the course 

• Think critically about the topics and generate discussion by being open to different ideas 

• Think and edit before you respond. Since we discuss many controversial subjects please speak 
with respect and don’t assume others think like you do 

• Review the ‘netiquette’ guidelines and the tutorial on the course welcome page   

• Check your UMASSD email account and myCourses site daily for announcements and updates 

• If you find something interesting in the news about our topic, by all means share!!! 

• If you are having any difficulty in any aspect of this course, please email me so I can assist you 
 

Required book and readings:  Please have this book in hand by the course start 
Bohm, R.   (2017). Deathquest: An introduction to the theory and practice of capital punishment in the 
United States (5th ed.).  Boston:   Routledge. You must get the 5th edition. It is available by order at 
UMD bookstore (this will take a week however!), can be ordered as an E-book, used online and it is also 
on reserve at the UMD library for 2- hour in library use. There are several additional required readings 
on myCourses. You do NOT need to print these readings, just read them thoroughly and take good 
notes.   

 

Online Tech Assistance:  To access myCourses, sign into your myUMD page and access 
myCourses from the menu.  Chrome or Firefox work best with the site and you must ALLOW pop ups 
for the UMD learning site address otherwise some information will not open.  Also, be sure that your 
default browser pdf reader is set to adobe. Visit the UMD student support site to check your browser 
and install other necessary software like java, adobe reader, or adobe flash (upper right corner of 
myCourses help/tips tab).   If you are having any difficulty accessing the course information, please 
contact https://umd.echelp.org for 24-hour support.   

  

Course Organization, Assignments and Grading:  All course information is organized by 
weekly folders under the course homepage in myCourses and each is linked to the course menu on the 
left.  Weekly assignments are summarized to remind you of structured due dates that will help keep you 
on pace with the course.  Each assignment is usually due on a specific day of the week, for example 
readings by Monday, discussion posting by Fridays, response to peers by Sundays and written 
assignments on Sundays. These may vary so always refer to your syllabus where all assignment and 
paper due dates are all available. 
 
The course is based on a total of 450 points which include:   

 
Course Readings/Videos:  In addition to your textbook, there are specific weekly readings 
and videos posted on myCourses.  Before you read, review all of the learning objectives for that 
chapter so that you can key into the most important material.  This will be super helpful to you! 

 

https://umd.echelp.org/
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Course lectures:  A weekly video lecture will be posted in myCourses that examines some 
reading material, adds new information and provides updates to the text. These can be long, 
about 1 ½ hours so plan breaks, pause and take good notes since you will need to show proof of 
viewing all lectures in your written assignments. 

 
Course Surveys and Reflection Papers 75 pts: You will take two online surveys, one at the 
start of the course and one at the end, that ask about your views and knowledge about the death 
penalty.  The surveys are anonymous and are used to collect aggregate class data to be shared 
with the class. Take the survey ONLY on a computer and please take your time since you MUST 
skip some questions in areas, so read the questions CAREFULLY before answering to keep our 
data pure.  You will use your surveys to write two reflective papers.  The first paper (25 pts) 
should be written before you read anything to truly tap into your existing ideas about the death 
penalty.  The second paper (50 pts) will reflect on your learning and growth in the course by 
comparing your two surveys.  
 
Online Written Assessments/Assignments 150 pts:  3@50 pts each.   
You will respond to a series of questions to assess what you have learned. Each assessment 
requires you to reflect, think critically and connect all the issues from all course 
materials.  Think of these written assignments as take-home exams.   Each requires 
in text support (author) from all readings and course materials including lectures, 
videos and movies to demonstrate that you are completing all assignments and 
understand the issues fully.  Assignments are submitted online and graded on 
myCourses.  Do not type into the text box, instead you must attach a file in doc or 
pdf format. You should review all of my feedback on previous assignments to 
improve your work on subsequent assignments.  The assessment questions, 
overview and the grading rubric are posted in more detail on myCourses. Due dates 
are on the course schedule below.  Assignments are accepted after the due date but 
will incur late points. Papers 5 days late or later will score a zero.  

 
Course Discussion Forums and Threads 225 points:  You will answer two 
online discussion questions weekly by the due date posted.  After the date has 
passed you can still respond however you will incur late points. Original or peer posts over 5 
days late will score a zero.  Each discussion forum is labeled by week and within the week are 
two discussion questions organized into two threads.  After answering the question, later in the 
week you will respond to two of your peer’s postings (a different peer in each thread) to engage 
them in discussion. It’s important to reflect on what they have said, show understanding of their 
ideas, point out something that made you think or add to their ideas to further knowledge and 
understanding. The rubric and outlines for discussions are posted under the writing 
assignments folder.  Each original response is 10 points, peer replies are 5 points. 

 
Course Policies 

 
Missed Work and assignments:  
There are few exceptional reasons for missing a written assignment and there is automatic deduction 
for late submissions of 10% daily on written assignments and 2pts daily for late discussion/reply posts.   
Papers and posts not received by day 5 will score zero. If you have an emergency exception, notify me 
immediately and documentation will be required.   Please back up your work at all times since computer 
meltdowns are not an exceptional reason to miss an assignment and late points will apply.  If you lose 
internet or computer access the University has several computers that you can use or visit your local 
library to keep up with the course.  I do not offer extra credit so please follow all syllabus guidelines.  

 
Time Zone issues-If your time zone differs from EST your work is due on the same date but midnight 
in your time zone.   If it’s marked late by the system don’t worry, but please email me at the start of 
class to alert me that you are in a different time zone.  

A:      92.5-100 
A-:    92.4-89.5 
B+:   89.4-86.5 
B:    86.4-82.5 
B-:    82.4-79.5 
C+:   79.4-76.5 
C:     76.4-72.5 
C-:    72.4-69.5 
D+:   69.4-66.5 
D:     66.4-62.5 
D-:    62.4-59.5 
F:  59.4 & under 
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University Policies 

 
Academic Integrity Statement – per UMD student handbook   
In keeping with our mission, all students are expected to maintain high standards of academic integrity and 
scholarly practice.  The University does not tolerate dishonesty of any kind, whether because of a failure to 
understand proper academic and scholarly procedure, or as an act of intentional dishonesty. A student found 
guilty of academic dishonesty is subject to disciplinary action.  If you are caught plagiarizing in this course you will 
earn a failed grade for the entire course. For more information please refer to 
http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm .   
 
Academic Calendar/Withdrawal/Drop Policy: 
For a full refund you must drop UE classes within 24 hours of course start.  After this, withdrawal from a course 
may mean partial or no refund.  (Please see the University Extension policy link below for all dates and more 
information) To withdraw students must contact UE . For the policy please visit 
http://www.umassd.edu/extension/tuitionandfees/withdrawalandrefundpolicy/  
For the academic Calendar please visit https://www.umassd.edu/online/studentresources/academiccalendar/ 
 
Incomplete Policy:   
Incompletes are difficult to give in brief online courses and are only given at the discretion of the instructor when 
a student has completed 70% of the course and is currently passing the course but has encountered an extenuating 
emergency that prevents course completion.  Students are responsible for providing documentation of the 
emergency and must contact UE prior to the end of the course.  Failure to follow this procedure will result in an 
earned grade in the course.  If incomplete work is not completed in one year the grade reverts to an F.  
 
Statement Regarding Title IX Information: The purpose of a university is to disseminate information, as 
well as to explore a universe of ideas, to encourage diverse perspectives and robust expression, and to foster the 
development of critical and analytical thinking skills. In many classes, including this one, students and faculty 
examine challenging and controversial topics. If a topic covered in this class triggers emotional distress, please 
discuss the matter with the professor or seek out confidential resources available from the Counseling Center at 
http://www.umassd.edu/counseling/ or call 508-999-8650.   
 
In accordance with the Office of Civil Rights, faculty at UMass Dartmouth, are “mandated reporters” and must 
report student disclosures that include, but are not limited to, sexual harassment, sexual assault, 
relational/domestic violence, stalking and abuse.   While faculty are often able to help students locate appropriate 
assistance on campus, disclosure requires that the faculty member inform the University’s Title IX Coordinator in 
the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at 508-999-8008 to help ensure that the student’s safety and welfare 
is being addressed, even if the student requests that the disclosure not be shared. For confidential resources please 
contact the Center for Women, Gender and Sexuality at 508-910-6567  http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/ 
 
Technical Assistance:  If you require technical assistance to access myCourses or are having difficulty accessing 
course information please email mycourseshelp@umassd.edu or call 508-999-8884 during business hours.  
Please be sure to ALLOW all pop ups for the site and use a recommended browser. You can do a software/browser 
check from the help tab, upper right corner of myCourses. 
 
Accommodations: In accordance with University policy, if you require any accommodations to obtain equal 
access in this course, please contact me at the beginning of the course and provide the appropriate paperwork 
from the Student Center for Access and Success located in Pine Dale Hall.  Phone: 508-999-8711.  For more 
information please visit: http://www.umassd.edu/dss/ 
 
Weather Closures: Since you do not need to travel to access this course, University closures will not affect due 
dates in this course. 

http://www.umassd.edu/extension/tuitionandfees/withdrawalandrefundpolicy/
https://www.umassd.edu/online/studentresources/academiccalendar/
http://www.umassd.edu/counseling/
http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/
mailto:mycourseshelp@umassd.edu
http://www.umassd.edu/dss/
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CJS 364 The Death Penalty 
 

Week Weekly Topics Due Dates Required Weekly Assignment Due Dates and times 
All work is due to be uploaded by 11:59 of the due date 

#1 
 

Course Intro 
 
The Marshall 
hypothesis and 
public opinion 
 
The media and 
history of death.  
 

Tues 1/22  Read and print the syllabus, assignments and grading rubrics 
Read the course welcome page  
View Course Tutorial lecture  
Take Survey 1 today! Take it CAREFULLY 
Write Reflection paper 1 before reading 
Introduce yourself and say hello in the introductory discussion 

Thursday 
1/24 

Reflection paper 1 due by midnight  
Read Bohm: Ch. 12, Ch. 1, and Ch. 5 Federal only pp 155-167 
Online Readings: The Farmer and the Fly  
View Week 1 Online Lecture 
 

Friday  1/25  Week 1 Answer discussion questions by 11:59 pm-Be sure to follow the rubric! 

Sunday 1/27 Week 1 Peer response postings (one per thread) by 11:59pm 

#2 
 

Current Statistics on 
death 
 
International 
perspectives 
 
Premodern and legal 
challenges 

Mon 1/28 Read Bohm: Ch. 2 see select cases to focus on in myCourses, Bohm Ch. 3 and 
 Ch. 5 Global only pp 175-186 
Online Readings: Tim Evans Case (Taylor), Yes, America, we have executed an innocent 
man (Cohen) 
Online video: Amnesty international video 
View week 2 online lecture  

 
Friday 2/1 Week 2 Answer discussion questions 11:59pm 

Sunday 2/3 Week 2 Peer response postings (one per thread) by 11:59pm 
 

#3 
 

Modern Era 
Challenges  
 
The problems with 
Capital juries 
 
The appeals process 
and judicial 
perspectives  

Mon 2/4 Read Bohm: Chapter 4 (refer back to Ch. 3 for appellate process) 
Online Readings: Mistakes in Last minute appeals (Sinclair), Tinkering with death 
(Kozinski), What influences capital juries (Donovan), The Lonnie Weeks case (Donovan) 
Online videos: Why finding a jury for death penalty cases is complicated, Judges elected 
reject more appeals  
View Week 3 online lecture 
 

Friday 2/8 Week 3 Answer discussion questions by 11:59pm 

Sunday 2/10 Week 3 Peer response postings (one per thread) by 11:59pm 
Assignment #1 due by Sunday midnight  
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#4 
 
 

Evolving standards-
Who can’t be 
executed?  
 
Methods of death-
What is cruel and 
unusual?  

Mon 2/11 Read Bohm: Chapter 6 and refer back to Bohm. Ch. 4- Who can’t we execute? 
Online readings: It’s not like falling asleep, (Murray), Stopping point (Abraham), The 
line between us and them (Cabana), The Enforcers of death (Moseley)  
Online videos: Florida Warden speaks out, Family of Dennis McGuire on his execution 
Movie-How to Kill a human being, Execution tapes audio  
View Week 4 online lecture 
  

Friday 2/15 Week 4 Answer discussion questions by 11:59pm 
 

Sunday 2/17 Week 4 Peer response postings (one per thread) by 11:59pm 
 

#5 
 

Why wrongful 
convictions occur -
death for having the 
wrong lawyer 
 
Arbitrariness and 
discrimination-Race. 
Gender and Class 

Mon 2/18* 
Holiday 
Tues 2/19 
 

Read Bohm: Chapters 9 and 10 
Online readings: 30 years on death row Glen Ford (Whitaker), Has DNA led to 
significant improvement in the CJS?, Machinery of death (Bright), The death penalty and 
gender discrimination (Rappaport), Jodi Arias-trends on women getting death (Jonsson) 
Online videos: America’s 2%, Exonerated man Ray Hinton, Race and death (Stevenson) 
Online Movie-14 Days in May 
View week 5 online lecture 
 

Friday 2/22 Week 5 Answer discussion questions by 11:59pm 
 

Sunday 2/24 Week 5 Peer response postings (one per thread) by 11:59pm 
Assignment # 2 due by Sunday midnight 
 

#6 
 

Philosophies for 
death-deterrence to 
incapacitation 
 
The real costs of 
death 
 
Religion, retribution 
and forgiveness  
 
Redemption and 
illusive clemency 

Mon 2/25 Read Bohm: Chapters 7, 8 and 11 and refer back to Ch. 9 Illusive hope of clemency  
Online readings: Does the death penalty bring closure? (Marsh),  
For murder victims’ family witnessing execution offers hollow satisfaction read all 3 pages 
(Montgomery), For victim’s family execution is revenge, Speaking out against the 
execution of Tim McVeigh (Welch), 
Online videos-Bud Welch, Gary Ridgeway, What would happen if the death penalty 
disappeared? Stan Tookie Williams on clemency (read transcript if video won’t play) 
View week 6 online lecture  
 

Friday 3/1 Week 6 Answer discussion questions by 11:59pm 
 

Sunday 3/3 Week 6 Peer response postings (one per thread) by 11:59 pm  
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#7  
 

Victims, offenders 
and their families 
 
Restorative and 
rehabilitative 
solutions 

Mon 3/4 Online readings: Inside Death row (Murray), Inmates prefer death to life (Robinson) 
Killing the Willing (Blume), Death penalty trials (Beck), A Killer in the family (LeTrent), 
Reaching out (Britto) 
Online videos-Meeting with a killer, Experience of families on death row 
View week 7 online lecture 
 

Friday 3/8 Week 7 Answer discussion forum questions by 11:59pm 
Take Survey #2 by Friday Midnight! VERY IMPORTANT 

Sunday 3/10 Final Peer response postings by 11:59pm 
Assignment #3 due by Sunday Midnight  
 

#Finals  
 

The Future of Capital 
punishment 
 

3/11-3/16*  Spring Break -See PCE academic calendar 

Sunday 3/17 Online Reading: I must Act (Ryan) 
Online video- Ryan’s Final Act 
View final lecture! Class stats presented!  
Answer final discussion question  

  Monday 3/18 Final peer response postings by 11:59pm 
Final Reflection paper due by midnight 
All course work must be completed on time this week due to the class ending. 
Late assignments will not be accepted since grades have to be submitted within 48 hours 

* Denotes a change from regular schedule due to course start, end, breaks or holidays  


